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Extended Abstract

The purpose of the project is to use proof assistants, in particular Isabelle, to prove key properties about algorithms and logical inference systems. Algorithms and logic are fundamental concepts of artificial intelligence (AI) and are used to make abstract descriptions of hardware and software that one can reason about. The two disciplines date back to ancient Greece, but have become increasingly important during the last century with the invention and rise of computers.

Logical inference systems are central in the study of logics. A logical inference system consists of axioms and inference rules. The inference rules can then be used to prove the validity of formulas in a formal language from the axioms and other formulas that have already been proved. Some inference systems can be implemented as computer programs called automated theorem provers, and therefore, a computer can be used to automatically prove formulas valid.

A proof assistant is a computer program that helps its user in formalizing programs or mathematical concepts, and in proving theorems about those. In addition, the proof assistant checks that the proofs are correct according to a set of axioms and rules. Many proof assistants can automate smaller or larger proof steps, and contain large libraries of lemmas that the user can take advantage of in her own proofs. Some proof assistants can even export executable code from the formalized programs.

The use of a proof assistant has several advantages compared to doing proofs only in natural language. Since the proof is checked, we know that it only uses arguments that we have agreed are correct – namely the axioms and rules. Therefore, one cannot by mistake make a clever, but wrong, argument in the proof. Historically there have been many examples of mistakes happening in mathematics. For instance, in 1880 a “proof” of the four color theorem was presented, and it was accepted by many mathematicians. However, many years later it was found to contain the mistake of relying on a false assumption [1]. A proof assistant would not have accepted the proof in the first place. Another advantage is the automation which can help the user focus on the big picture without having to worry about the small steps, while at the same time, having the computer check the small steps.
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Despite of the advantages of proof assistants, they are still only used by a small number of mathematicians and computer scientists. An obvious step towards getting them to be more used is to actually use them. In the project this will be done by applying proof assistants to the fields of algorithms and logical inference systems.

The application of proof assistants to these fields is especially advantageous since the correctness of algorithms and logical inference systems have real world implications on our society. For instance, proof systems are used in description logic which has applications in medical science, software engineering, and the semantic web [2]. An inference system implemented as an automated theorem prover has also been used in the verification of the floating point divide code of the AMD5K86 microprocessor. Likewise, an aircraft alerting algorithm has been verified [3,4].

Another aspect is that some of the proof assistants can generate code from the developed formalizations [5]. This means that if an algorithm or a logical inference system is formalized in a deterministic way, then it can be exported as executable code. Thus, one can, from a formalized logical inference system, generate an automated theorem prover and be very confident in its correctness.

Many algorithms, logical inference systems, and proofs about them have yet to be formalized in a proof assistant. The project will contribute with a study and formalization of a subset of those. This is worthwhile because it increases confidence in their correctness. Furthermore, these proofs and a framework around them can then be used and adapted by other researchers to study variants of the systems without having to build up the proofs from the bottom, but still having confidence in their correctness. Additionally, it could also be interesting to try to formalize some newer research or try to make formalizations of results as they are being made.

Many new logical inference systems and variants of existing logical inference systems for different logics are developed every year. These are for instance presented at the International Joint Conference on Automated Reasoning (IJCAR) and its subconferences. However, only few of the presented results are formalized in proof assistants. The project therefore has great potential for paving the way for the adoption of proof assistants in this scientific community.

There are already some formalizations of logic and logical inference systems. For instance, the syntax and semantics of first-order logic as well as several important theorems about those have been formalized [6]. Furthermore, a natural deduction system has been proved sound and complete [7]. Another logical inference system has been proven correct and exported to executable code [8]. The famous ground resolution system has also been formalized [9]. Likewise, several algorithms have been formalized, for instance, mergesort [10] and Dijkstra’s algorithm [11]. The completeness of logical inference systems, using an abstract property of possibly infinite derivation trees independently of the concrete syntax or inference rules, has recently been established [12].

Algorithms and logical inference systems abound in AI. Several chapters are devoted to first-order logic in the leading AI textbook [13] and on pages 345-357 the resolution calculus is described in details. It provides a sound and complete logical inference system using knowledge bases in conjunctive normal form. I have formalized the resolution calculus in Isabelle and have proved it sound. Completeness is work in progress, but the results so far show that there are a number of imprecisions and even mistakes in the literature. In addition I have contributed to the formalization of natural deduction [14,15], another well-established logical inference system.
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